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GREETINGS from Acting Minister of Ukraine on Education and Science

I sincerely welcome the participants and guests of the V International Conference “Sustainability and Legacy in Sport: Challenges and Perspectives”, which is held at the National University of Ukraine on Physical Education and Sport.

Due to quarantine restrictions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, the traditional annual forum will be held online for the second time. However, this will not prevent experts from different countries to discuss current issues in many areas of sports, physical activity and physical education, focusing on effective mechanisms for implementing their research findings in practice as well as in educational process.

I wish the participants of this international forum a fruitful exchange of experience based on the research results. I hope that despite all the current limitations, creative traditions established during the previous international conferences in Kyiv will not fade away, but will be preserved and will gain new impetus for further development.

Serhii SHKARLET

GREETINGS from Minister of Youth and Sport of Ukraine

I sincerely welcome the highly regarded meeting of scientists on the beginning of the V International Conference “Sustainability and Legacy in Sport: Challenges and Perspectives”, which is hospitably received by the National University of Ukraine on Physical Education and Sport.

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, sport has once again proven to be a critical factor in global efforts to develop modern society. In the long run, restrictions on sports can have a negative impact on people’s health around the world. Therefore, given the challenges of today, it is very important to look for ways for overcoming difficulties through pooling knowledge and joint effort, as well as exchange of experience among professionals and countries.

Rapid development of modern sports dictates the need for adequate scientific support, consolidation of potential by authorities, research institutions and organizations, finding systemic and professional solutions for the development of innovative technologies that would provide qualitative changes in understanding the importance of physical culture and sports for human health as well as for gaining the highest awards at international competitions.

I wish the participants of the scientific conference to have fruitful discussion, to exchange their scientific achievements and go on for further research in sports science.

Vadym HUTTSAIT
SUSTAINABILITY AND LEGACY IN SPORT: CHALLENGES AND PERSPECTIVES

GREETINGS

From President of National Olympic Committee of Ukraine

On behalf of the Olympic Family of Ukraine, let me sincerely congratulate the participants and organizers of the V International Conference “Sustainability and Legacy in Sport: Challenges and Perspectives” on this important event.

I am convinced that the future of our sport, the health of our nation and the upbringing of the younger generation in the spirit of Olympic values depend on successful research and elaboration, finding new ways to improve sports methodology, because Ukraine always takes an active position in the development of sports science and education.

Without any doubt, holding a scientific forum, designed to address many pressing issues of sports science, is extremely important and its results will form new ideas and views, initiatives and proposals for further progress.

For its part, the National Olympic Committee of Ukraine also continues to pay great attention to scientific, educational and social projects and to educate the younger generation on the principles and values of Olympism.

I sincerely wish the Conference participants productive discussion, constructive solutions, new ideas and creative inspiration!

Sergey BUBKA

GREETINGS

From President of European University Sports Association

On behalf of the European Student Sport Association, I welcome the participants and guests of the V International Conference “Sustainability and Legacy in Sport: Challenges and Perspectives” and sincerely rejoice that, given the huge number of challenges facing universities and university sport through the COVID-19 pandemic, found an opportunity for this scientific forum to take place.

In the scientific directions in the program of the scientific event, great attention is paid to solving problems of the social, ecological, economic component as a factor of sustainable development in the sphere of physical culture and sport, actual problems of modern sport, in particular university sports, health-recreational physical activity as a means of providing the human life quality, forming a healthy lifestyle and, as a consequence, a healthy nation, are considered.

I am pleased to note that such diverse topics of the Conference largely coincide with the range of interests and areas of practice of the European University Sports Association. Its activity is aimed at contributing to sustainable development, promoting motivational resources in the student’s community for healthy lifestyle, and popularizing physical education and sport among students in Europe and around the world.

I am convinced that the exchange of experience with colleagues and scientific discussions at this Conference will be active and productive.

I sincerely wish all participants of the forum a successful work and new achievements in scientific and sports activities.

Adam ROCZEK
**GREETINGS**

**from the President of International School Sport Federation (ISF)**

On behalf of International School Sport Federation, I am pleased to welcome the participants and guests of the V International Conference “Sustainability and Legacy in Sport: Challenges and Perspectives”. The various topical issues to be discussed at the forum cover many important scientific and practical aspects in such areas as current issues of physical culture and sports as well as achieving the goals of sustainable development; Olympic sports and Olympic education in the implementation of sustainable development goals and a number of other areas – all those ones to which much attention is now paid in the world.

Physical culture and sports are important areas of human activity and together with the economy and social sphere they are the main components of sustainable development. School sport is a crucial element for ensuring healthy life style.

I sincerely wish the participants of the International Conference “Sustainability and Legacy in Sport: Challenges and Perspectives” fruitful communication at the meetings of this forum and during further discussion, and I wish all of you to gain creative inspiration in your relentless search for identifying the best ways to research and implement your achievements.

Laurent PETRYNKA

---

**GREETINGS**

**From Rector of National University of Ukraine on Physical Education and Sport**

On behalf of the academic staff of National University of Ukraine on Physical Education and Sport and me personally let me welcome the participants and guests of the V International Conference “Sustainability and Legacy in Sport: Challenges and Perspectives”, a representative forum, which has become traditional and is held annually at our higher educational institution.

This year, the forum participants are again deprived of the opportunity to communicate in person at the university conference halls due to quarantine restrictions. However, representatives of scientific and sports community still have the chance to conduct creative discussions online and debate on issues of modern social, environmental, economic challenges within the concept of sustainable development of physical culture and sports; Olympic sports and Olympic education for implementing sustainable development goals; issues of health and recreational physical activity, a healthy lifestyle and a healthy nation; current issues of physical culture and sports as well as the achievement of sustainable development goals.

Scientists of our university are actively and fruitfully working on the development of a scientific platform for sustainable development in physical culture and sports; Olympic sports and Olympic education for implementing sustainable development goals; issues of health and recreational physical activity, a healthy lifestyle and a healthy nation; current issues of physical culture and sports as well as the achievement of sustainable development goals.

I wish all the participants of the conference to have fruitful creative communication. Good luck in your research work, which should bring significant achievements to the treasury of science and open new ways for implementing them into practice.

Yevgeniy IMAS
NOVEMBER 29, 2021

10:00–10:30 OFFICIAL OPENING CEREMONY. OFFICIAL GREETINGS

10:30–12:00 PLENARY SESSION

10:30–11:30 Yevgeniy Imas (Ukraine)
HEALTHY YOUTH IS THE PRIDE OF UKRAINE

11:00–11:30 Wolfgang Bock (Germany, Portugal)
THE ROLE OF TESTING AND HOUSEHOLD TRANSMISSIONS IN THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

11:30–12:00 Presentation of collective monograph on „E-Sports“

13:00–16:00 PLENARY SESSIONS BY AREAS

IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL CULTURE AND SPORT IN THE ASPECT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

Moderators: Yevgeniy Imas (Ukraine), Olha Borysova (Ukraine), Serhii Futornyi (Ukraine)

13:00–13:15 Olha Borysova (Ukraine)
SCIENTIFIC SUPPORT OF NATIONAL TEAMS TRAINING: PROBLEM ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS (BASED ON TENNIS)

13:15–13:30 Ben Gittus (Scotland, United Kingdom)
EDUGOLF PROJECT: MODERNIZING EDUCATION AND TRAINING TO MEET THE CHANGING NEEDS OF GOLF SKILLS IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

13:30–13:45 Ivana Milovanovic (Serbia), invited lecturer
AGGRESSION AND PEER VIOLENCE IN YOUTH SPORTS AS CURRENT SOCIAL ISSUE – FIELD RESEARCH PERSPECTIVE

13:45–14:00 Oksana Shynkaruk, Nataliia Byshevets (Ukraine)
E-SPORTS: CHARACTERISTICS AND CURRENT ISSUES

14:00–14:15 Oksana Osadcha, Serhii Futornyi (Ukraine)
ECOLOGICAL MALADAPTATION IN SPORTS, PREVENTION AND WAYS OF ITS CORRECTION

14:15–14:30 Oksana Palladina (Ukraine)
NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT IN POST-COVID SYNDROME

14:30–14:45 Tetiana Dovbenko, Yuri Tymoshenko (Ukraine)
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE MODEL OF AN INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF PUBLIC EDUCATION, CREATIVITY AND HUMANISTIC EDUCATION

14:45–15:00 Olena Maslova, Anastasiia Utvenko (Ukraine)
REACTIVITY OF AN SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN’S ORGANISM UNDER THE CONDITIONS OF DISTANCE LEARNING AS ENDOECOLOGICAL INDICATOR OF THEIR HEALTH LEVEL

15:00–15:15 Halyna Tsyhura (Ukraine)
ACTIVITIES IN THE SPORTS FIELD AIMED AT SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIETY: FOREIGN EXPERIENCE

15:00–15:30 Hrstyna Himenes (Ukraine)
STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF MODERN SYSTEM OF COMPETITIONS IN THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE

Discussion Panel

15:30–16:00 David Kearney (Ireland), Roman Rastvortsev, Iryna Pavliuk (Ukraine)
GOLF INDUSTRY: CURRENT STATE AND CHALLENGES

Svitlana Shutova (Ukraine)
MODERN EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR TRAINING COACHES IN SPORTS GAMES
(ON THE EXAMPLE OF GOLF)

Iryna Lysenko, Serhii Zdorenko (Ukraine)
ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS OF MIGRATION MANAGEMENT IN MODERN SPORTS OF UKRAINE IN THE CONTEXT OF GLOBALIZATION

Viktoria Nahorna, Artur Mytko (Ukraine)
ORGANIZATIONAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF TRAINING HIGHLY QUALIFIED BILLIARDS PLAYERS FOR MAJOR INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS

Denys Bakanychev (Ukraine)
CONDITIONS FOR EMERGENCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMMUNICATION IN THE ACTIVITY OF SPORTS FEDERATIONS
HEALTH AND RECREATIONAL MOTOR ACTIVITY – HEALTHY LIFESTYLE – HEALTHY NATION

**Moderators:** Myroslav Dutchak (Ukraine), Tetiana Krutsevych (Ukraine), Olena Andrieieva (Ukraine)

13:00–13:15 Myroslav Dutchak, Halyna Putiatina (Ukraine)
EMPLOYMENT IN THE SYSTEM OF SPORTS AND ACTIVE RECREATION AS AN URGENT PROBLEM OF ACHIEVING THE GLOBAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

13:15–13:30 Sanja Music Milanovic (Croatia), invited lecturer
TRUE STORY: THERE ARE SOCIOECONOMIC DISPARITIES IN PHYSICAL ACTIVITY HABITS. HOW CAN WE FIX IT?

13:30–13:45 Oksana Marchenko, Tetiana Krutsevych (Ukraine)
CURRENT STATE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION OF STUDENT YOUTH. GENDER ASPECT

13:45–14:00 Yulian Dimitru (Romania)
PREVENTION OF OSTEOPOROSIS AND IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE BY MEANS OF HAPPY BONES

14:00–14:15 Oleksandr Krasilshchikov (Malaysia, India)
HEALTH – FITNESS – PERFORMANCE CONTINUUM: INDIVIDUAL’S POSITIONING WITHIN THE CONTINUUM

14:15–14:30 Nataliia Moskalenko (Ukraine)
THE USE OF INTERACTIVE TEACHING METHODS DURING PHYSICAL EDUCATION LESSONS IN PRIMARY SCHOOL

14:30–14:45 Liubov Chekhovska (Ukraine)
ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT OF HEALTH FITNESS ACTIVITIES IN YOUTH

14:45–15:00 Nataliia Panhelova (Ukraine)
ORGANIZATIONAL AND METHODOLOGICAL FEATURES OF PHYSICAL CULTURE AND HEALTH-ENHANCING WORK WITH PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENTS IN BOARDING SCHOOLS

15:00–15:15 Sulochana Sijakhwa (Nepal)
PLAN OF PHYSICAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES THAT IMPROVE LONGEVITY OF WOMEN ADULT AGED 60 TO 75 YEARS IN A COMMUNITY OF BHAKTAPUR, NEPAL

15:15–15:30 Svitlana Hozak (Ukraine)
HEALTH AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY OF CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS: ACTUAL STATE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

**Discussion Panel**

15:30–16:00 Anna Hakman, Olena Andrieieva (Ukraine)
IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE ELDERLY BY MEANS OF HEALTH AND RECREATIONAL PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN A PANDEMIC

Ion Karp (Moldova)
WAYS TO OPTIMIZE CHILDREN’S MOTOR ACTIVITY IN AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION

Oleksandr Yehoian, Yurii Honadze (Georgia)
INCREASING THE LEVEL OF STUDENTS’ MOTOR ACTIVITY: THE CHALLENGE OF TODAY

Nataliia Honcharova, Anastasiia Prokopenko (Ukraine)
CHARACTERISTICS OF PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT AND PHYSICAL FITNESS OF PRIMARY SCHOOL AGE CHILDREN IN THE COURSE OF RECREATIONAL TENNIS LESSONS

Iryna Kolesnik, Tamara Levchuk (Ukraine)
FORMATION OF MOTIVATION FOR INVOLVEMENT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES FOR STUDENTS OF HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS BY MEANS OF GYMNASTICS

Serhii Trachuk (Ukraine), Yan Geng (China)
THE USE OF HEALTH-IMPROVING MOTOR ACTIVITY MEANS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

Oksana Ivanik (Ukraine)
GENDER FEATURES OF MIDDLE-AGED PEOPLE’S MOTIVATION TO PHYSICAL ACTIVITY INVOLVEMENT

Serhii Vatamaniuk (Ukraine)
INCREASING THE LEVEL OF MATURE MEN’S POSTURE BY MEANS OF HEALTH FITNESS ACTIVITY

Krystyna Repelevska (Poland)
PECULIARITIES OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS OF POLAND

Anastasiia Cheverda (Ukraine)
STRUCTURE AND CONTENT OF A FITNESS PROGRAM WITH ELEMENTS OF SPORTS DANCES FOR OLDER PRESCHOOL CHILDREN
Xie Zhimin (China), Oksana Marchenko (Ukraine)  
RESEARCH OF MOTIVATIONAL PRIORITIES IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL CULTURE AND SPORTS  
FOR STUDENT YOUTH OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA

ROLE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS  
Moderators: Iryna Kohut (Ukraine), Georgiy Korobeynikov (Ukraine), Viktor Kostiukevych (Ukraine)

1300–1315  
Bahman Mirzaei (Iran) invited lecturer  
THE INTEGRATION OF SCIENCE AND PRACTICE: CELLULAR ADAPTATION TO EXERCISE

1315–1320  
Georgiy Korobeynikov, Lesia Korobeinikova (Ukraine)  
CORELATIONSHIP OF NEURODYNAMIC AND COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS IN ATHLETES INVOLVED  
IN VARIOUS MARTIAL ARTS

1320–1325  
Mario Bačić, Damir Pekas (Croatia)  
PHYSICAL FITNESS PREPARATION OF TOP-LEVEL WRESTLERS - STATES AND PERSPECTIVES

1345–1400  
Viktor Kostiukevych (Ukraine)  
SCIENTIFIC APPROACHES TO FOOTBALL PLAYERS’ TRAINING: MODELS OF GAME TACTICS

1400–1415  
Guo Pengcheng (China), Andrii Diachenko (Ukraine), Kong Xianglin (China)  
MODERN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES IN THE TRAINING SYSTEM OF CHINA’S ELITE ROWERS

1415–1420  
Yevhen Honcharenko (Ukraine)  
STRATEGY FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL OLYMPIADS

1420–1425  
Ihor Soronovych, Olesia Khomiachenko (Ukraine), Huang Di (China)  
FUNCTIONAL SUPPORT OF SPECIAL WORKING CAPACITY OF QUALIFIED ATHLETES  
IN SPORTS DANCES

1445–1500  
Tetiana Petrovska, Liliia Arnaoutova, Olha Hanaha (Ukraine)  
STRESSFUL SITUATIONS AND MENTAL STATES OF QUALIFIED HANDBALL PLAYERS IN DIFFERENT  
PERIODS OF THEIR SPORTS ACTIVITIES

1500–1515  
Tetiana Kropyvnytska (Ukraine)  
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF NATIONAL TEAMS’ PARTICIPATION IN INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS  
AS AN INDICATOR OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN SPORTS

1515–1520  
Anna Perepelytsia (Ukraine)  
THE EFFECT OF PROFESSIONAL SPORTS IN THE EMERGENCE OF PSYCHOSOMATIC CHANGES  
AMONG ATHLETES

Discussion Panel

1530–1545  
Sonia Sadeghipour, Bahman Mirzaei (Iran), Georgiy Korobeynikov (Ukraine)  
ELECTROMYOStimulation of BODY and TRAINING with MAXIMAL STRENGTH  
in WOMEN ATHLETES

1545–1550  
Viktoriia Marynych (Ukraine)  
THE INCLUSIVENESS CONCEPT IN EDUCATION AND SPORTS DISCOURSES WITHIN  
IMPLEMENTATION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

1550–1555  
Mykola Latyshev, Viktoriia Mishchenko (Ukraine)  
AGE FEATURES OF WRESTLERS-PARTICIPANTS OF WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

1555–1560  
Kateryna Chebanova, Iryna Kohut, Viktoriia Marynych (Ukraine)  
AN INCLUSIVE APPROACH TO DEVELOPING TRAINING PROCESS FOR DISABLED ATHLETES  
in KARATE

1560–1565  
Tetiana Kravchenko (Ukraine)  
PecuLiar Features of Interpersonal ConflictS in SportS team

1565–1570  
Yelyzaveta Shytikova (Ukraine)  
Methodical Support of Inclusive Process in Ship Modeling

1570–1575  
Nataliia Krushynska (Ukraine)  
Socialization of ex-combatants in hostilities through Sports

1575–1580  
Roman Nakonechnyi (Ukraine)  
Psychophysiological Properties and Mental Processes of Football Players  
Aged 11–12

1580–1585  
Serhi Beker (Ukraine)  
AdapTive e-SportS in modern Society

Denys Babenko (Ukraine)  
Historical Aspects of Professional Football Clubs Development in Ukraine
NOVEMBER 30, 2021

PLENARY SESSION

1000–1130

Mariia Bulatova (Ukraine)
Olympic sport and culture

1045–1130

Volodymyr Platonov (Ukraine)
International sports science: mutually exclusive vectors of development

PLENARY SESSIONS BY AREAS

OLYMPIC SPORTS AND OLYMPIC EDUCATION IN ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS: INTEGRATION OF SCIENCE AND PRACTICE

Moderators: Lidia Radchenko (Ukraine), Leonid Drahunov (Ukraine), Olena Kozlova (Ukraine)

1045–1130

Larysa Hunina (Ukraine)
IOC NUTRITION AND METABOLIC SUPPORT STRATEGY FOR ATHLETES’ TRAINING IN THE CONTEXT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

1045–1130

Olena Kozlova (Ukraine)
COMPETITIVE ACTIVITY OF THE WORLD STRONGEST ATHLETES IN THE GLOBAL PANDEMIC COVID-19

1045–1130

Liliia Radchenko (Ukraine)
CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL COMPONENT OF THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT IN EDUCATIONAL PROCESS OF STUDENT YOUTH

1045–1130

Vorontsov Andrey (Kazakhstan)
TACTICAL STRATEGIES OF COMPETITIVE ACTIVITY IN GRECO-ROMAN WRESTLING WITH CONSIDERATION OF FUNCTIONAL BRAIN ASYMMETRY

1045–1130

Heorhii Banite (Moldova)
OLYMPIC LEGACY: STUDYING METHODOLOGY AND ROLE IN EDUCATION

1045–1130

Valentyn Oleshko (Ukraine)
INDICATORS OF COMPETITIVE PERFORMANCE OF WEIGHTLIFTERS’ ELITE GROUP AT THE XXXII OLYMPIC GAMES IN TOKYO

1045–1130

Iryna Huslistova (Belarus)
IMPLEMENTATION OF OLYMPIC EDUCATION SYSTEM IN THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

1045–1130

Olha Zadorozhna, Yurii Briskin (Ukraine)
TACTICS UNDER THE CONDITIONS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF OLYMPIC MARTIAL ARTS

1045–1130

Iryna Huslistova (Belarus)
IMPLEMENTATION OF OLYMPIC EDUCATION SYSTEM IN THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS

1045–1130

Olha Zadorozhna, Yurii Briskin (Ukraine)
TACTICS UNDER THE CONDITIONS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF OLYMPIC MARTIAL ARTS

Discussion Panel

1045–1130

Yuri Saliamin, Oksana Omelianchyk-Ziurkalova (Ukraine)
THE RESULTS OF O. VERNIAIEV’S AUTO-EXPERIMENT INTRODUCTION IN TRAINING OF THE MEN’S YOUTH NATIONAL TEAM OF UKRAINE IN GYMNASTICS

1045–1130

Olha Kuvaldina (Ukraine)
OLYMPIC EDUCATION AND PRESERVATION OF OLYMPIC LEGACY IN MYKOLAYIV REGION

1045–1130

Yaroslav Halan (Ukraine)
INNOVATIVE FORMS OF OLYMPIC EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL PROCESS OF CHILDREN

1045–1130

Vladyslava Denysenko, Yuliia Maksymova, Stanislav Maksymov (Ukraine)
SPECIAL PHYSICAL TRAINING OF ACROBATS TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THEIR ROLE (ON THE EXAMPLE OF LOWER PARTNERS)

1045–1130

Hennadii Lisenchuk (Ukraine), Wang Leibo (China)
PECULIAR FEATURES OF TECHNICAL AND TACTICAL TRAINING OF FOOTBALL PLAYERS AGED 16–17 AT SPECIAL PREPARATORY STAGE OF PREPARATORY PERIOD

1045–1130

Sofia Smyrnovska, Serhi Smyrnovskyi, Yuri Briskin (Ukraine)
PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL CRITERIA OF GIFTEDNESS IN MARTIAL ARTS

1045–1130

Kristijan Slačanac (Croatia)
MODEL CHARACTERISTICS OF TOP – LEVEL WRESTLERS AT 2021 TOKYO OLYMPICS

1045–1130

Aliona Diomina (Ukraine)
THE PROBLEM OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN SPORTS AND WAYS TO SOLVE IT (INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE)
SUSTAINABILITY AND LEGACY IN SPORT: CHALLENGES AND PERSPECTIVES

Sam Noshadha (Ukraine)
THE ROLE OF SPORTS ARBITRATION COURT IN RESOLVING DOPING DISPUTES

Oleksii Liakh-Porodko (Ukraine)
HISTORIOGRAPHY OF THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT OF UKRAINIAN DIASPORA

Serhii Sovenko (Ukraine)
CURRENT PROBLEMS OF TECHNICAL ACTIONS FORMATION IN RACEWALKING AND WAYS OF THEIR SOLUTION

CURRENT PROBLEMS OF CHOREOGRAPHER TRAINING IN HIGHER EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Moderators: Ihor Soronovych (Ukraine), Valentyna Sosina (Ukraine), Liliia Kozynko (Ukraine)

1300–1315 Hilary Bryan (The USA)
MOVEMENT FOR WORK: MOVEMENT FOR LIFE. WHICH BODY MOVEMENT IS ACTUALLY STABLE?

1315–1330 Valentyna Sosina (Ukraine)
INTEGRATION OF SPORTS AND CHOREOGRAPHIC ART

1330–1345 Liudmyla Androshchuk (Ukraine)
EVOLUTION OF CLASSICAL DANCE IN THE CONTEXT OF DANCER’S AND THE ATHLETE’S DEVELOPMENT

1345–1400 Liudmyla Mova (Ukraine)
ELEMENTS OF DANCE-MOVEMENT THERAPY IN WORK WITH CHOREOGRAPHERS AND THE POTENTIAL OF CONTEMPORARY DANCE

1400–1415 Liliia Kozyntko (Ukraine)
TEACHING FOLK-STAGE DANCE IN HIGHER EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS OF SPORT AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROFILE

1415–1430 Olena Verkhovenko (Ukraine)
UKRAINIAN ART AND SPORTS ENSEMBLE „BALLET ON ICE”: CHOREOGRAPHER’S LEGACY (1960–1980)

1430–1445 Liudmyla Hladka (Ukraine)
Peculiar features of teaching „HISTORY AND BASICS OF MUSIC THEORY” discipline for students-choreographers of higher educational institutions of sport and physical education profile

1445–1500 Oksana Bielova-Orlovska (Ukraine)
Fundamentals of embodiment competence in training of athletes and choreographers

1500–1515 Presentation of the book „Choreography in Sports“ (by Sosina, V. Yu.)

Discussion Panel

1515–1530 Daria Kysel (Ukraine)
Peculiar features of rhythmic gymnasts’ choreographic skills development

Valeria Tsdzhi (Ukraine)
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OF WORK WITH FIGURE SKATING ATHLETES IN JAPAN

Sofiia Sarvilova (Ukraine)
CLASSICAL DANCE AS AN AREA OF HEALTH AND RECREATIONAL MOTOR ACTIVITY FOR STUDENT YOUTH
SATELLITE EVENT
 XVII INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
 „CURRENT PROBLEMS OF SPORTS MEDICINE“

SPORTS MEDICINE. PUBLIC HEALTH

Moderators: Larysa Shakhlina (Ukraine), Zhanar Andasova (Kazakhstan), Olena Turos (Ukraine)

10:00–10:20 Larysa Shakhlina (Ukraine)
ISSUES OF GENDER POLICY IN MODERN ELITE SPORTS

10:20–10:40 Aija Kļaviņa (Latvia)
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN DAILY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL, HEALTH AND LIFESTYLE BEHAVIORS IN ADOLESCENTS WITH AND WITHOUT CHRONIC HEALTH CONDITIONS

10:40–11:00 Oleh Nekhanevych, Viacheslav Khomenko (Ukraine)
PECULIAR FEATURES OF ADMISSION TO SPORT CLASSES FOR PEOPLE WITH MINOR HEART MALFORMATIONS

11:00–11:20 Zhanar Andasova (Kazakhstan)
IMPROVING THE SYSTEM OF ATHLETES’ RECOVERY

11:20–11:40 Yashika C., Jayathunga (Sri Lanka)
PREDICTION OF DENGUE CASES BASED ON HUMAN MOBILITY AND SEASONALITY-AN EXAMPLE FOR THE CITY OF JAKARTA (INDONESIA)

11:40–12:00 Olha Yushkovska (Ukraine)
PHYSICAL REHABILITATION MEANS FOR ATHLETES: MODERN IDEAS AND APPROACHES

12:00–12:20 Olena Turos (Ukraine)
PUBLIC HEALTH AND CURRENT CHALLENGES

12:20–12:40 Ihnat Matasar (Ukraine)
JUSTIFICATION OF ENERGY NEEDS AS A WAY TO IMPROVE HEALTH

Discussion Panel

12:40–14:00 Shenbaga Sundaram Subramanian (Malaysia)
EFFECT OF ISOKINETIC TRAINING IN PATIENTS WITH OSTEOARTHRITIS OF KNEE JOINT: DEXTERITY IMBALANCE TRAINING AND FUNCTIONAL BALANCE TASKS

Iryna Khomenko, Yaroslav Pershehuba (Ukraine)
PUBLIC HEALTH AS A COMPONENT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Svitlava Hozak (Ukraine)
PREVENTION OF CHRONIC NON-COMMUNICABLE DISEASES THROUGH SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PRISM

Hryhorii Hryban (Ukraine)
MODERN ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS IN THE FIELD OF PHYSICAL CULTURE AND SPORTS

Olena Shmatova (Ukraine)
THE IMPACT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON SPORTS INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT